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Swanland - Load Line Certificate issued by INSB, 19 October 2009 (including annotations to show
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TMC’s derivation of various cargo distributions
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Annex Q

Extracts from Swan Diana’s loading manual

Annex R

Extract from IMSBC Code, including extracts from SOLAS CH VI, Parts A and B

Section 1
General provisions
1.1

Introductory note

1.1.1

It should be noted that other international and national regulations exist and that those regul ations
may recognize all or part of the provisions of this Code. In addition, port authorities and other
bodies and organizations should recognize the Code and may use it as a basis for their storage and
handling by-laws within loading and discharge areas.

1.2

Cargoes listed in this Code

1.2.1

Typical cargoes currently shipped in bulk, together with advice on their properties and methods
of handling, are given in the schedules for individual cargoes. However, these schedules are not
exhaustive and the properties attributed to the cargoes are given only for guidance. Consequently,
before loading, it is essential to obtain current valid information from the shipper on the physical
and chemical properties of the cargoes presented for shipment. The shipper shall provide appropriate information about the cargo to be shipped (see section 4.2).

1.2.2

Where a solid bulk cargo is specifically listed in appendix 1 to this Code (individual schedules
for solid bulk cargoes), ·it shall be transported in accordance with the provisions in its schedule in
addition to the provisions in sections 1 to 10 and 11 .1.1 of this Code. The master shall consider to
consult the authorities at the ports of loading and discharge, as necessary, concerning the requirements which may be in force and applicable for the carriage.

1.3

Cargoes not listed in this Code

1.3.1

If a solid cargo which is not listed in appendix 1 to this Code is proposed for carriage in bulk, the
shipper shall, prior to loading, provide the competent authority of the port of loading with the
characteristics and properties of the cargo in accordance with section 4 of this Code. Based on
the information received, the competent authority will assess the acceptability of the cargo for safe
shipment.

1.3.1.1

When it is assessed that the solid bulk cargo proposed for carriage may present hazards as those
defined by Group A or B of this Code as defined in 1.7, advice is to be sought from the competent
authorities of the port of unloading and of the flag State. The three competent authorities will set
the preliminary suitable conditions for the carriage of this cargo.

1.3.1.2

When it is assessed that the solid bulk cargo proposed for carriage presents no specific hazards for
transportation, the carriage of this cargo shall be authorized. The competent authorities of the port
of unloading and of the flag State shall be advised of that authorization.

1.3.2

The competent authority of the port of loading shall provide to the master a certificate stating the
characteristics of the cargo and the required conditions for carriage and handling of this shipment.
The competent authority of the port of loading shall also submit an application to the Organization,
within one year from the issue of the certificate, to incorporate this solid bulk cargo into appendix
1 of this Code. The format of this application shall be as outlined in subsection 1.3.3.
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Secti on 1

1.3.3

Fo rmat for the properties of cargoes not listed in this Code

an d conditions of the carriage
TE NTATIVE BULK CARGO SHIPPING NAME (In capital letters)
Des cription (Describe the ca rgo)
Ch aracteristics (Fill the fo llowing tabl e)
Angle of repose

Bulk density (kg/m 3)

Stowage factor (m 3/ t)

Size

Class

Group

Ha zard (Clarify th e hazard of carriage of the cargo)
(Determin e th e following types of requirements. If no requirement is necessary, write " No special
req uirements")
Sto wage & segregation

I

Hoi d cleanliness
We ather precautions
Loa ding
Pre cautions
Ven tilation
Car riage
Dis charge
Cle an-up
(Sp ecify the emergency procedures for th e cargo, if necessary)
Em ergency procedures
Special emergency equipment to be carried

Emergency procedures
I

Emergency action in the event of fire
1:

Medical First Aid
I

I

II

10
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General provisions

1.4

Application and implementation of this Code

1.4.1

The provisions contained in this Code apply to all ships to which the SOLAS Convention, as
amended, applies and that are carrying solid bulk cargoes as defined in regulation 1-1 of part A of
chapter VI of the Convention.

1.4.2

Although this Code is legally treated as a mandatory instrument under the SOLAS Convention, the
following provisions of this Code remain recommendatory or informative:
Section 11 Security provisions (except subsection 11.1.1);
Section 12 Stowage factor conversion tables;
Section 13 References to related information and recomm endations;
Appendices other than appendix 1, Individual schedules of solid bulk cargoes; and
The texts in the sections for "Description", "Characteristics", "Hazard" and "Emergency
procedures" of individual schedules of solid bulk cargoes in appendix 1.

1.4.3

In certain parts of this Code, a particular action is prescribed, but the responsibility for carrying
out the action has not been specifically assigned to any particular person . Such responsibility may
vary according to the laws and customs of different countries and the international conventions into
which these countries have entered. For the purpose of this Code, it is not necessary to make this
assignment, but only to identify the action itself. It remains the prerogative of each Government to
assign this responsibility.

1.5

Exemptions and equivalent measures

1.5.1

Where this Code requires that a particular provision for the transport of solid bulk cargoes shall
be complied with, a competent authority or competent authorities (port State of departure, port
State of arrival or flag State) may authorize any other provision by exemption if satisfied that such
provision is at least as effective and safe as that required by this Code. Acceptance of an exemption
authorized under this section by a competent authority not party to it is subject to the discretion
of that competent authority. Accordingly, prior to any shipment covered by the exemption, the
recipient of the exemption shall notify other competent authorities concerned.

1.5.2

A competent authority or competent authorities which have taken the initiative with respect to the
exemption:

.1

shall send a copy of such exemption to the Organization, which shall bring it to the attention
of the Contracting Parties to SO LAS; and

.2

shall take action to amend this Code to include the provisions covered by the exemption, as
appropriate.

1.5.3

The period of validity of the exemption shall be not more than five years from the date of authorization. An exemption that is not covered under 1.5.2.2 may be renewed in accordance with the
provisions of this section.

1.5.4

A copy of the exemption or an electronic copy thereof shall be maintained on board each ship
transporting solid bulk cargoes in accordance with the exemption, as appropriate.

1.5.5

Contact information for the main designated national competent authorities concerned is given in
the separate document issued by the Organization.
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Section 2
Genera/loading, carriage and unloading precautions
2.1

Cargo distribution

2.1.1

General
A number of accidents have occurred as a result of improper loading and unloading of so lid bulk
cargoes. It shal l be noted that solid bulk cargoes have to be properly distributed throughout th e
ship to provide adequate stability and to ensure that the ship's structure is never overstressed .
Furthermore, the shipper shall provide the master with adequate information about the cargo, as
specified in section 4, to ensure that the ship is properly loaded.''

2.1.2

To prevent the structure being overstressed
A general cargo ship is normally constru cted to carry cargoes in the range of 1.39 to 1.67 cub ic
metres per tonne when loaded to ful l bale and deadweight capacities. When loading' a high-density
solid bulk cargo, particular attention shall be paid to the distribution of weights to avoid excessive
stresses, taking into accQunt that the loading cond it ions may be different from those found normally
and that improper distribution of such cargo may be capable of stressing either the structure under
the load or the entire hull. To set out exact rules for the distribution of loading is not practicable for
all ships because the structural arrangements of each vessel may vary greatly. The information on
proper distribution of cargo may be provided in the ship's stability information booklet or may be
obtained by the use of load ing calculators, if available.

2.1.3

To aid stability

2.1.3.1

Having regard to regulation 11-1 /22.1 of the SOLAS Convention, a stability information booklet shal l
be provided aboard al l ships subject to the Convention. The master shal l be ab le to ca lculate the
stability for the anticipated worst cond itions during the voyage, as wel l as that on departure, and
demonstrate that the stability is adequate.

2.1.3.2

Shifting divisions and bins, of adequate strength, shall be erected whenever solid bulk ca rgoes
which are suspected of readily shifting are carri ed in 'tween-deck cargo spaces or in only partially
filled cargo spaces.

2.1.3.3

As far as practicab le, high-density cargoes sha ll be loaded in the lower hold cargo spaces in preference to 'tween-deck cargo spaces.

2.1.3.4

When it is necessary to carry high-density cargoes in 'tween-decks or higher cargo spaces, due
consideration shall be paid to ensure that the deck area is not overstressed and that the ship's
stability is not reduced below the minimum acceptable level specified in the ship's stability data.

* Also refer to the Code of Practice for the Safe Loading and Un loading of Bulk Carriers, adopted by the Organization by resolut ion A .862(20), as amended (see the su pplement of this pub lication).
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General loading, carriage and unloading precautions

2.2

Loading and unloading

2.2.1

Cargo spaces shall be inspected and prepared for the particular ca rgo which is to be loaded.''

2.2.2

Due consideration shall be paid to bilge we lls and strainer plates, for whic h special preparation is
necessary, to facilitate drainage and to prevent entrv of the cargoes into th e bilge system.

2.2.3

Bilge lines, sounding pipes and other service lines w ithin the cargo space shall be in good order.

2.2.4

Because of the velocity at which some high-density solid bulk ca rgoes are loaded, special care may
be necessary to protect cargo space f ittings from damage. To sound bilges after the comp letion of
loading may be effective to detect damage on cargo space fittings.

2.2.5

As far as practicable, ventilation systems shall be shut down or screened and air conditioning
systems placed on recirculation during loading or discharge, to minimize dust ingress into the living
quarters or other interior spaces.

2.2.6

Due consideration shall be paid to minimize the extent to wh ich dust may come into contact with
moving parts of deck machinery and external navigational aids .

'' Refer to the Gu idance to ships' crews and term inal personnel for bulk carr ier inspections, adopted by the Organ ization by
resolution A.866 (20).
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Section 4
Assessment of acceptability of consignments
for safe shipment
4.1

Identification and classification

4.1.1

Each solid bulk cargo in this Code has been assigned a Bulk Cargo Shipping Name (BCSN). When
a solid bulk cargo is carried by sea it shall be identified in the transport documentation by the
BCSN. The BCSN shall be supplemented with the United Nations (UN) number when the cargo is
dangerous goods.

4.1.2

If waste cargoes are being transported for disposal, or for processing for disposal, the name of the
cargoes shall be preceded by the word "WASTE".

4.1.3

Correct identification of a solid bulk cargo facilitates identification of the conditions necessary to
safely carry the cargo and the emergency procedures, if applicable.

4.1.4

Solid bulk cargoes shall be classified, where appropriate, in accordance with the UN Manual of
Tests and Criteria, part Ill. The various properties of a solid bulk cargo required by this Code shall
be determined, as appropriate to that cargo, in accordance with the test procedures 'approved by
a competent authority in the country of origin, when such test procedures exist. In the absence of
such test procedures, those properties of a solid bulk cargo shall be determined, as appropriate to
that cargo, in accordance· with the test procedures prescribed in appendix 2 to this Code.

4.2

Provision of information

4.2.1

The shipper shall provide the master or his representative with appropriate information on the cargo
sufficiently in advance of loading to enable the precautions which may be necessary for proper
stowage and safe carriage of the cargo to be put into effect.

4.2.2

Cargo information shall be confirmed in writing and by appropriate shipping documents prior to
loading. The cargo information shall include:

24

.1

the BCSN when the cargo is listed in this Code. Secondary names may be used in addition to
the BCSN;

.2

the cargo group (A and B, A, B or C);

.3

the IMO Class of the cargo, if applicable;

.4

the UN number, preceded by letters "UN" for the cargo, if applicable;

.5

the total quantity of the cargo offered;

.6

the stowage factor;

.7

the need for trimming and the trimming procedures, as necessary;

.8

the likelihood of shifting, including angle of repose, if applicable;

.9

additional information in the form of a certificate on the moisture content of the cargo and its
transportable moisture limit in the case of a concentrate or other cargo which may liquefy;

.10

likelihood of formation of a wet base (see subsection 7.2.3 of this Code);

.11

toxic or flammable gases which may be generated by cargo, if applicable;
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4.2.3

.12

flammab ility, tox icity, co rros iveness and propensity to oxygen depletion of the cargo, if
app li cab le;

.13

se lf-h eatin g properties of the ca rgo, and the need for trimming, if app li cab le;

.14

properties on emiss ion of flammable gases in co ntact w ith water, if app li cab le;

.15

rad ioactive properties, if app li cab le; and

.16

any other informatio n required by national auth orities.

Information prov ided by the shipper shall be accompanied by a declaration . An examp le of a
cargo declaration form is set out below. Another form may be used fo r cargo declaration . As an
aid to paper documentatio n, Electron ic Data Processing (EDP) or Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
techniques may be used.

FORM FOR CARGO INFORMATION
for solid bulk cargoes
BCSN
Shipper

Transport document number

Consignee

Carrier

Name/means of transport
Port/place of departure

Instructions or other matters

Port/place of destination
General description of the cargo
(Type of material/particle size)

Gross mass (kg/tonnes)

Specifications of bu lk cargo, if applicable:
Stowage factor:
Angle of repose, if applicable:
Trimm ing procedures:
Chemical properties if potential hazard*:
* e.g ., Class & UN No. or "MHB"

D Group A and B*

Transportable moisture limit

D Group A*
D Group B

Moisture content at shipment

D Group C
* For cargoes which may liquefy (Group A and Group A and B
cargoes)

Relevant special properties of the cargo (e.g., highly
soluble in water)

Additional certificate(s)*
D Certificate of moisture content and
transportable moisture limit
D Weathering certificate
D Exemption certificate
D Other (specify)
* If required

DECLARATION
I hereby declare that the consignment is fully and
accurately described and that the given test results
and other specifications are correct to the best of
my knowledge and bel ief and can be considered as
representative for the cargo to be loaded.

IMSBC Code

Name/status , company/organization
of signatory
Place and date

.

Signature on behalf of shipper
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Section 5
Trimming procedures
5.1

General provisions for trimming

5.1.1

Trimming a cargo reduces the likelihood of the cargo shifting and minimizes the air entering the
cargo. Air entering the cargo could lead to spontaneous heating. To minimize these risks, cargoes
shall be trimmed reasonably level, as necessary.

5.1.2

Cargo spaces shall be as full as practicable without resulting in excessive loading on the bottom
structure or 'tween -deck to prevent sliding of a solid bulk cargo. Due consideration shall be given to
the amount of a solid bulk cargo in each cargo space, taking into account the possibility of shifting
and longitudinal moments and forces of the ship. Cargo shall be spread as widely as practicable to
the boundary of the cargo space. Alternate hold loading restrictions, as required by SO LAS chapter
XII, may also need to be taken into account.

5.1.3

The master has the right to require that the cargo be trimmed level, where there is any concern
regarding stability based upon the information available, taking into account the characteristics of
the ship and the intended voyage.
·

5.2

Special provisions for multi-deck ships

5.2.1

When a solid bulk cargo is loaded only in lower cargo spaces, it shall be trimmed sufficiently to
equalize the mass distribution on the bottom structure.

5.2.2

When solid bulk cargoes are carried in 'tween -decks, the hatchways of such 'tween-decks shall be
closed in those cases where the loading information indicates an unacceptable level of stress of the
bottom structure if the hatchways are left open. The cargo shall be trimmed reasonably level and
shall either extend from side to side or be secured by additional longitudinal divisions of sufficient
strength. The safe load-carrying capacity of the 'tween -decks shall be observed to ensure that the
deck structure is not overloaded.

5.2.3

If coal cargoes are carried in 'tween decks, the hatchways of such 'tween-decks shall be tightly
sealed to prevent air moving up through the body of the cargo in the 'tween decks.

5.3

Special provisions for cohesive bulk cargoes

5.3.1

All damp cargoes and some dry ones possess cohesion. For cohesive cargoes, the general provisions in subsection 5.1 shall apply.

5.3.2

The angle of repose is not an indicator of the stability of a cohesive bulk cargo and it is not included
in the individual schedules for cohesive cargoes.

5.4

Special provisions for non-cohesive bulk cargoes

5.4.1

Non-cohesive bulk cargoes are those listed in paragraph 1 in appendix 3 and any other cargo not
listed in the appendix, exhibiting the properties of a non-cohesive material.
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Annex S

Extract of INSB 2008 Rules Part II, Chapter 1, Sections 4.9 & 4.10

Rules and Regulations for the Classification and Construction of Steel Ships

Design Principles
_______________________________________________________________________________________
4.9.8
All ships other than category II ships of less 90 m
in length, which deadweight is not greater than 30 % of
summer loadline displacement, are to be provided with the
Loading Manual approved by the Bureau. In addition to the
Loading Manual, all ships of category I are to carry a loading
instrument approved by the Bureau.
4.9.9
For bulk carriers, ore carriers, ore-oil carriers and
oil-bulk carriers having a length of 150 m and more,
additional requirements for strength control during loading
are given in Pt VII.
4.10

Information (booklet) on stability and strength
during loading, unloading and stowage of bulk
cargoes other than grain.

4.10.1
To prevent excessive hull stresses, provision is to
be made for Information (booklet) on stability and strength
during loading, unloading and stowage of bulk cargoes other
than grain to be carried on board, including the following as a
minimum:
(a) Stability data required in SOLAS, Ch.II-1, Part B
“Subdivision & Stability”
(b) Data on the capacity of ballast tanks and of equipment
for their filling and emptying;
(c) Maximum permissible load upon a unit of double-bottom
plating surface;
(d) Maximum permissible cargo hold load;
(e) General instructions concerning loading and unloading
and pertinent to hull strength, including any limitations
due to the worst operating conditions during loading,
unloading, handling of water ballast, and during the
voyage;
(f) Any special limitations, for instance, those due to the
worst operating conditions, where applicable;
(g) Where necessary—strength calculations: maximum
permissible forces and moments affecting the hull during
loading, unloading and the voyage.
4.10.2
The Information (booklet) is to be drawn up in a
language familiar to the ship officers and, additionally, in
English.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Annex T

Bureau Veritas ‘Attestation’ for Artemis to carry bulk cargoes

Annex U

Paris MOU Flag State and RO Performance Tables, 2009-2011

Valid 1st July 2012

White – Grey – Black Lists

Flag

Inspections
2009-2011

Detentions
2009-2011

Black
to
Grey
Limit

10
5
15
49
25
2
20
19
21
19
6
0
12
67
40
1
2
105
3
59
1
27
3
59
3
1
0
186
11
3
6
60
196
15
6
345
5
96
5
1
6
2
4

109
69
112
284
152
32
121
112
120
109
50
16
71
253
161
20
23
327
26
191
17
100
25
186
24
15
11
402
42
20
27
133
363
45
25
570
22
167
20
11
21
13
15

Grey Excess
to Factor
White
Limit

White List 2009 - 2011
Germany
Sweden
Denmark
Netherlands
United Kingdom
France
Hong Kong, China
Singapore
Italy
Greece
Finland
Croatia
Man, Isle of, UK
Bahamas
Norway
Poland
Belgium
Liberia
Bermuda, UK
Cyprus
Ireland
Gibraltar, UK
Spain
Marshall Islands
China
Korea, Republic of
Estonia
Malta
Barbados
Luxembourg
Cayman Islands, UK
Russian Federation
Antigua and Barbuda
Portugal
Philippines
Panama
Lithuania
Turkey
Faroe Islands (DK)
Japan
Vanuatu
Latvia
Iran, Islamic Republic
of

1,335
810
1,376
3,691
1,905
337
1,489
1,370
1,471
1,334
562
153
828
3,265
2,023
189
233
4,270
270
2,422
165
1,208
257
2,361
241
141
89
5,301
463
195
282
1,644
4,767
496
250
7,611
216
2,107
193
91
203
109
134

78
44
80
232
115
15
88
80
86
78
29
5
45
204
122
7
9
271
12
148
6
69
11
144
10
4
2
340
23
7
12
98
304
25
10
496
8
128
7
2
8
3
4

-1.91
-1.90
-1.78
-1.78
-1.73
-1.70
-1.69
-1.66
-1.66
-1.65
-1.64
-1.62
-1.56
-1.50
-1.48
-1.47
-1.42
-1.38
-1.36
-1.33
-1.33
-1.31
-1.31
-1.31
-1.24
-1.13
-1.02
-1.01
-1.01
-0.96
-0.91
-0.83
-0.79
-0.78
-0.73
-0.69
-0.68
-0.54
-0.49
-0.48
-0.37
-0.33
-0.01

Valid 1st July 2012

1
11
0
18
27
4
28
15
2
1
26
5
3
0
13
2
1
4
2
15
3
3
2
6
17
42
13
10

139
281
25
310
347
77
298
157
38
24
140
23
14
5
26
8
6
10
5
22
6
6
3
8
13
29
7
5

102
228
10
254
288
50
243
118
20
10
103
9
3
0
11
1
0
1
0
9
0
0
0
0
3
13
0
0

Performance level

6035
12725
878
14112
15868
3160
13515
6878
1437
833
6055
787
418
116
915
225
137
293
117
771
150
125
60
197
406
1051
175
116

Excess Factor

Medium/high limit

ABS
DNV
CCS
LR
GL
RINA
BV
NKK
TL
KRS
RMRS
PRS
HRS
ARS
INSB
CRS
IRS
IBS
INC
SRU
PRC
PMDS
DBS
USB
BKR
IRS
RSA
PHRS

Low//medium limit

American Bureau of Shipping (USA)
Det Norske Veritas
China Classification Society
Lloyd's Register (UK)
Germanischer Lloyd
Registro Italiano Navale
Bureau Veritas (France)
Nippon Kaiji Kyokai
Turkish Lloyd
Korean Register of Shipping (Korea, Rep. of)
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping
Polski Rejestr Statkow
Hellenic Register of Shipping (Greece)
Alfa Register of Shipping
International Naval Surveys Bureau (Greece)
Croatian Register of Shipping
Indian Register of Shipping
Isthmus Bureau of Shipping (Greece)
INCLAMAR (Cyprus)
Shipping Register of Ukraine
Panama Register Corporation
Panama Maritime Documentation Services
Dromon Bureau of Shipping
Universal Shipping Bureau Inc.
Bulgarski Koraben Registar
International Register of Shipping (USA)
Register of Shipping (Albania)
Phoenix Register of Shipping

Detentions

Recognized Organization

Inspections

Recognized Organization performance table (2009 – 2011)

-1.97
-1.89
-1.87
-1.85
-1.80
-1.80
high
-1.75
-1.72
-1.69
-1.58
-1.45
-0.63
-0.05
0.11
0.15
0.18
0.23
0.29
0.44 medium
0.47
0.50
0.58
0.68
0.78
1.74
low
2.07
3.55 very low
3.90

In this table only Recognized Organizations that had 60 or more inspections in a 3-year period are taken into
account. The formula used is identical to the one used for the White Grey and Black list. However, the values
for P and Q are adjusted to P=0.02 and Q=0.01
*Where a country is shown after a Recognized Organization this indicates its location and not necessarily any
connection with the maritime administration of that country.

Annex V

Tokyo MOU Flag State and RO Performance Tables, 2009-2011

Annex W

MCA MIN 380 (M) - New Port State Control Directive including details of Paris MOU risk calculator

MARINE INFORMATION NOTE

MIN 380 (M)
New Port State Control Directive
Notice to all Shipowners, Operators, Masters, Seafarers, Port Authorities and Pilots
This MIN expires expires 31 March 2011

Summary
The purpose of this MIN is to notify stakeholders of the forthcoming implementation of the
new Port State Control directive into UK law from the 1st January 2011 and explain the
changes to the Port State Control regime.
1.

Introduction and Background

1.1

Severe sea and coastal pollution associated with the structural failure and loss of the
single hull oil tankers the Erika off the coast of France in 1999 and the Prestige off the
coast of Spain in 2002, led to a programme of European legislation. Among measures
introduced were changes to port State control, which included the concept of Mandatory
Expanded Inspections and Mandatory Inspections on ships with a Target Factor over 50,
phasing out single hull oil tankers, a surveillance system for monitoring traffic in waters of
EU members and, more recently, a package of 8 legal instruments (the Third Maritime
Safety Package) including Directive 2009/16 on port State control, to replace existing
Directive 95/21, to be implemented into UK legislation on 1st January 2011.

1.2

The Paris MOU were also looking at a new approach to Port State Control (PSC) to
target substandard ships and move away from the 25% inspection regime where good
ships were being targeted as well as poor ships. The New Inspection Regime (NIR) was
developed by the Paris MOU to provide: a more risk based system of targeting ships;
dispense with the 25% inspection commitment and provide full inspection coverage of
ships visiting the Paris MOU region as a whole, to which each member contributes a fair
share. Another aim of the NIR is to eliminate substandard shipping by increasing the
frequency of inspection of “high risk” ships, while reducing the frequency of inspection of
“low risk” ships, with the intention of rewarding the good operator. The concept of the NIR
is incorporated into the new PSC directive.

2.

UK Implementation

2.

The UK already has existing powers of inspection and detention through the 1995
Merchant Shipping Act as amended. However a new Statutory Instrument will implement
specific provisions of the new PSC Directive where new law is needed.

-1-

2.1

A new Merchant Shipping Notice (MSN) will be issued to provide guidance to
shipowners, masters, agents, port authorities etc on the implementation of the new PSC
regulations.

2.2

A new Merchant Shipping Notice (MSN) will be issued to provide guidance to ports on
their reporting requirements under the PSC directive and the Vessel Traffic Monitoring
Directive as amended.

2.3

Technically the EU Directive on PSC (2009/16/EC) came into force on 17th June 2009,
however member States have a “transposition period” to implement the Directive into
their national legislation by the 1st January 2011.

2.4

For the purposes of counting number of detentions towards the banning provision,
inspections and detentions for calculating company performance etc this will be from 17th
June 2009

2.5

Note also that inspections under the previous regime will count. Thus, for example, if a
ship was inspected on 21st October 2010 and under the new regime is designated a
Standard Risk ship, the window for inspection will open 21st August 2011 (ie 10 months
after last inspection) and the ship will be Priority II. The ship will become Priority I from
the 21st October 2011 (ie 12 months since the last inspection) and must be inspected.

3.

Key Changes

3.1

The new Directive, incorporating the New Inspection Regime introduces some key
changes with respect to the existing PSC Directive and Paris MOU PSC procedures.
The key changes are:

3.2

Ships will be targeted for inspection based on their “risk profile”. Each ship in the
database will be allocated a risk profile, the criteria is based on: type of ship; age of ship;
flag; Recognised Organisation (RO); company performance; number of deficiencies and
number of detentions. Ships will be designated “high risk”, “low risk” or “standard risk”. A
ship risk profile calculator is available on the Paris MoU and EMSA website which allows
companies to calculate the ship risk profile of their ships. (see Annex I);

3.3

Company performance is a new criteria and is based on the companies performance in
the Paris MOU region appertaining to number of deficiencies per inspection and number
of detentions in the preceding 3 year period. A company performance calculator is
available on the Paris MoU and EMSA website which allows companies to calculate their
company performance. (see Annex II);

3.4

Frequency of inspection depends on the ship risk profile, high risk ships will be due
“periodic” inspections every 5 - 6 months, low risk every 24 - 36 months and standard
risk every 10 - 12 months. When the “window” for inspection opens, eg after 5 months for
a high risk ship (HRS), the ship is designated Priority II (PII) and may be inspected.
When the window closes, eg after 6 months for a HRS the ship becomes Priority I (PI)
and the must be inspected, ie it is mandatory. However, PI inspections can, in certain
circumstances, be postponed to another port in the same member State or a port in
another member State provided they agree in advance to undertake the inspection.
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Inspections will not take place if the ship call takes place only at night time or if in the
judgement of the port State the inspection would create a risk to the safety of the
inspectors, the ship, it’s crew or to the port;
3.5

“Additional” inspections may be carried out between periodic inspections due to
“overriding” or “unexpected” factors such as, a report from a pilot, ship involved in a
collision, grounding or stranding on its way into port. This is similar to the present
“overriding priority” concept but has 2 levels. An overriding factor will automatically trigger
the ship to be designated PI and must be inspected. An unexpected factor will cause the
ship to become PII and may be inspected at the discretion of the PSC administration;

3.6 Type of inspection, “expanded”, “initial” or “more detailed”, will depend on risk profile.
High risk ships, regardless of type, will undergo, as a minimum, an “expanded”
inspection. Low risk and Standard risk ships will undergo an initial or more detailed
inspection. Ships currently requiring expanded inspections (bulk carriers, oil, gas and
chemical tankers, passenger ships) will still be subject to expanded inspections;
3.7

Ships requiring an expanded inspection must give notice of arrival in a UK port or
anchorage to the port authority at least 72 hours before arrival. The port authority must
forward the information to the MCA via the MCA Consolidated European Reporting
System (CERS);

3.8

Ships may be inspected in an anchorage within the port jurisdiction where a “ship/port
interface” takes place;

3.9

Port authorities are subject to a requirement to record information on actual times of
arrival and departure of ships calling at their ports and anchorages in the MCA
Consolidated European Reporting System (CERS);

3.10 “Refusal of Access” (banning) is amended to include all ship types registered with a black
of grey listed flag, according to the “ParisMOU BGW list”. Banning will be based, as at
present, on the number of detentions within a specified period. For a black listed flag
ship, if it has been detained more than twice in the preceding 36 months it will be
banned. For a grey listed ship, if it has been detained more than twice in the previous
24 months it will also be banned. A minimum time of banning will apply, 3 months for
first ban, 12 months for second ban. A detention after a second ban could lead to
possible permanent exclusion from EU ports and anchorages;
3.11 Current reporting requirements by port pilots and port authorities of ship related
anomalies will be extended to deep sea pilots.
4.

Implications for UK Shipowners

4.1

The new system is more prescriptive in that depending on the risk profile of a ship it will
be known when the next periodic inspection is due. Thus, for a Standard Risk ship, once
an inspection has taken place then the ship could expect an inspection free period of at
least 10 months. The ship could be inspected within the next 2 months but will know that
after 12 months it will be inspected at the next ParisMOU port. (see Paragraph 3.4)

4.2

In order to be a Low Risk ship the flag State must be on the Paris MOU white list and the
flag State has undergone the Voluntary IMO Member State Audit (VIMSA) Scheme.
The UK has undergone the audit. Note also that in order to maintain Low Risk status no
more than 5 deficiencies should be recorded at any one inspection and no detention
recorded in the preceding 3 years. See Annex I for details of calculating the risk profile. A
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calculator is also available on the EMSA website
(http://www.emsa.europa.eu/appl/SRP Calculator.html) (See Annex I and II)
4.3

The company performance is calculated daily and is part of the criteria for the risk profile.
In order to be a low risk ship the company performance must be “high”. See Annex II for
details of how the company performance is calculated. A calculator is also available on
the EMSA website
(http://www.emsa.europa.eu/appl/Company_Performance_Calculator.html)

4.4

Operators and masters of ships due for an expanded inspection are required to set aside
sufficient time in the operating schedule to allow an expanded inspection to be carried
out; the ship is required to remain until the inspection is completed.

5.

Definitions and Abbreviations
Additional Inspection – An inspection carried out following notification of either an
“unexpected factor” or an “overriding factor”.
Black Grey and White (BGW) List – a list of flag States published every year on the 1st
of July by the ParisMOU. It is prepared on the basis of ParisMOU inspection results over
3 calendar years and uses binomial calculus to take into account sample size. (More
details available at www.parismou.org)
Expanded Inspection – a prescriptive inspection that covers specific items on different
ship types.
Initial Inspection – an inspection to check compliance with the conventions and
comprises a check of certification and a walk around the ship.
More Detailed Inspection – a more in-depth inspection where the “Initial Inspection” has
revealed “clear grounds” that the ship does not substantially meet the requirements of
the conventions
Overriding Factor – a factor that is considered serious enough to trigger an additional
inspection at Priority I. eg ships reported by another member State, ships accused of an
alleged violation of the provisions on the discharge of harmful substances and effluents.
Periodic Inspection – an inspection carried out according to the “risk profile” of the ship.
Ship Risk Profile – The profile awarded to a ship in the database based on certain
criteria. Ships are designated “High Risk”, “Low Risk” or “Standard Risk”
Ship to Port Interface – interactions that occur when a ship is affected by actions
involving movement of persons or goods or the provision of port services to or from the
ship eg bunkering.
Unexpected Factor – A factor that could indicate a serious threat to the safety of the
ship and the crew or to the environment eg a ship reported by a pilot, a ship which did
not comply with the reporting requirements, ship operated in a manner to pose a danger.
The need to undertake an additional inspection is for the professional judgement of the
port State administration
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More Information
IInspection Operations Branch
Maritime and Coastguard Agency
Bay 2/20
Spring Place
105 Commercial Road
Southampton
SO15 1EG
Tel :
Fax :
e-mail:

+44 (0) 23 8032 9343
+44 (0) 23 8032 9104
PSC_Headquarters@mcga.gov.uk

General Inquiries:

infoline@mcga.gov.uk

MCA Website Address: www.mcga.gov.uk
File Ref:
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Annex I
Ship Risk Profile
Profile
High Risk Ship (HRS)

Type of ship

2

Age of ship

6

7

Performanc
e

VL

Very Low

EU recognised Low

VL

Very Low

Historic Parameters
Number of
def.
recorded in
each insp.
within
previous
36 months
Number of
Detention
within
previous
36 months

Criteria

2

All types

1

All ages

2
1
1
-

H
M
L

Criteria

2

White
Yes
High
Yes
High
-

Deficiencies

5

IMO-Audit
H
M
L

Weighting
points

Not eligible

-

≤ 5 (and at least
one inspection
carried out in
previous 36
months)

Detentions

4b

Company

4a

Recognized
Organisation

3b

Chemical
tankship
Gas Carrier
Oil tankship
Bulk carrier
Passenger ship
all types > 12 y
Black - VHR,
HR, M to HR
Black – MR
Low

BGW-list

Performance

3a

Flag

1

Criteria

Low Risk Ship
(LRS)

neither a high risk nor a low risk ship

Generic Parameters

Standard
Risk Ship
(SRS)

≥ 2 detentions

1

No
Detention

The table above shows the criteria within each parameter for the three ship risk profiles – high,
standard and low. For High Risk Ships (HRS) each criterion has a weighting which reflects the
relative influence of each parameter on the overall risk of the ship.
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HRS are ships which meet criteria to a total value of 5 or more weighting points.
LRS are ships which meet all the criteria of the Low Risk Parameters and have had at least
one inspection in the previous 36 months.
SRS are ships which are neither HRS nor LRS.
The use of weighting points is a means of determining which combinations of criteria indicate a
HRS. For example the following combinations have 5 points:
a)
Oil tanker (2 pts.), black listed flag, HR (2 pts.), and low RO performance (1 pt.)
b) Container ship (0 pts.), more than 12 years old (1 pt.), black listed flag, MR to HR (2 pts.),
very low RO performance (1 pt.), and ≥ 2 detentions in last 36 months (1 pt.)
c) Bulk carrier (2 pt.), black listed flag, VHR (2 pts.), and ≥ 2 detentions in last 36 months (1
pt.)
d) General cargo ship (0 pts.), more than 12 years old (1 pt.), low RO performance (1 pt.), low
company performance (2 pts.), and ≥ 2 detentions in last 36 months (1 pt.)
The reward granted to a LRS will be withdrawn after 36 months if no further inspection is
carried out between the 24th (end of time span according to inspection scheme) and the 36th
month. In such cases it will not meet criterion number 6 in table 3 above and therefore
becomes a SRS.
A ship’s risk profile is recalculated daily taking into account changes in the more dynamic
parameters such as age, the 36 month history and company performance. Recalculation also
occurs after every inspection and when the applicable performance tables for flag and R.O.s
are changed.
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Annex II

Company performance formula
1.

Detention index
The detention index is the ratio of the number of detentions of all ships in a company’s
fleet to the number of inspections of all the ships in the company’s fleet within the last
36 months, compared with the average detention ratio for all ships inspected in the
region covered by the Paris MOU over the last 3 calendar years.
The detention index will be average, above average or below average depending on
whether the ratio is within the average percentage of detentions in the region covered
by the Paris MoU with a margin of +/- 2 percent points, above or below.
The detention index of a company shall become automatically above average
irrespective of all other inspection results if a refusal of access order in accordance
with Directive 2009/16/EC is issued within the last 36 months to any ship in the fleet.

2.

Deficiency index
The deficiency index is the ratio of the total points of all deficiencies of all ships in a
company’s fleet to the number of inspections of all ships in the company’s fleet within
the last 36 months, compared with the average deficiency ratio for all ships inspected
in the region covered by the Paris MOU over the last 3 calendar years.
ISM (International Safety Management) related deficiencies shall be weighted at 5
points while any other deficiencies shall be weighted at 1 point. The average
deficiency ratio within the region covered by the Paris MOU shall be weighted taking
into account the average occurrence of ISM and non ISM deficiencies per inspection.
The deficiency index will be average, above average or below average depending on
whether the ratio is within the weighted average of deficiencies in the region covered
by the Paris MOU with a margin of +/- 2 percent points, above or below.

3.

Company performance matrix
Detention Index
above average
above average
above average
average

Deficiency Index
above average
average
below average
above average

below average

above average

average
average
below average
below average

average
below average
average
below average

Company Performance
very low
low

medium
high

The company performance formula takes account of the detention and deficiency history of all
ships of a company.
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Example

Deficiencies
Non-ISM
ISM

Number
90
10

Value
Points
1 pt.
90
5 pts.
50
Total points
140
/ 15 (no. of insp.)
9.3
points per inspection

Detention Index
Determination of thresholds:
Average of detentions in Paris MoU within last 36 months = 6.1 %
Thresholds determined by margins of +/- 2 percentpoints of average percentage of detentions
above average
average
below average

> 8.1 %
4.1 % - 8.1 %
< 4.1 %

The detention index will be calculated by the ratio of number of detentions to number of
inspections within 36 months.
Each banning will trigger a detention index above average.
Example: Ships of company XY have been inspected 15 times within 36 months resulting
in 2 detentions
Company XY has a detention rate of 2 / 15 x 100 = 13,33 %, which is above
average.
Deficiency Index
Basis figures: 70,000 deficiencies recorded in Paris MoU database and 22,000 inspections
give an average occurrence of 3.2 deficiencies per inspection.
Of 70,000 deficiencies 4,000 are ISM related, which means an average occurrence of
4,000 / 70,000 x 3.2 = 0.2 ISM related deficiencies per inspection.
Calculation of deficiency index
Average
Occurrence
each deficiency counts
1 pt.
x 3.2
each ISM related deficiency counts
5 pts.
x 0.2
Total points per inspection
Parameter

Value

Points
3.2
1.0
4.2

Thresholds determined by margins of +/- 2 points of the average of deficiencies
above average
average
below average

> 6.2
2.2 – 6.2
< 2.2

Example: Company XY has had in 36 months 15 inspections with the following results:
Therefore deficiency index of company XY is above average. In total company XY has a very
low performance.
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Annex X

Distribution and holdings of immersion suits within Torbulk’s fleet

Annex Y

LSA Code - Section 2.3 - Immersion Suits

Annex Z

MAIB flyer to the shipping industry (cargo loading)

FLYER TO THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY
Catastrophic structural failure of a general cargo ship

Figure 1: Sonar image of Swanland inverted on the seabed

NARRATIVE
On 27 November 2011, the master and five of the crew from the 34-year old general cargo ship
Swanland were lost when the vessel foundered about 17 minutes after suffering a structural failure
amidships. The failure occurred as the vessel was heading directly into a south westerly gale
in rough to very rough seas. Only the second officer and an AB survived. Underwater surveys
confirmed that the vessel had suffered a structural failure amidships (Figure 2).
At the time of the accident, Swanland
was carrying a cargo of 2730 tonnes
of MOT Type 1 Granular Sub Base
(GSB) limestone, which is a high
density cargo. The limestone had been
loaded in two piles biased towards
the centre of the vessel’s single hold
in accordance with the loading plan
prepared on board (Figure 3).

Figure 2: ROV image of the structural failure amidships

The vessel had been converted in
2003 to allow self-discharging of the
cargo and had carried limestone in this
manner on numerous occasions. The
loading information available on board
Swanland was probably limited to that
included in the vessel’s stability book,
which lacked detail and provided no
information on longitudinal strength or
tank top loading limits. Swanland had
not been strengthened to carry heavy
cargoes.

A longitudinal strength assessment of the vessel following the accident confirmed that the large
sagging bending moments induced by the cargo and the wave conditions experienced on the day
of the accident would have been sufficient to cause compressive failure of the upper midships
structure.

Figure 3: Pre-loading plan

SAFETY LESSONS
Swanland’s foundering is one of many cargo ship losses in recent years in which poor loading or
overloading of cargo has been a significant contributing factor. In this case, the stresses on the
vessel’s hull would have been significantly reduced had the limestone cargo been loaded and
trimmed in an even or more ‘homogenous’ distribution within the vessel’s single hold.
On 1 January 2011, the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC Code) entered into
force, replacing the Code of Safe Practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes (BC Code). The aim of the
IMSBC Code is to ‘facilitate the safe stowage and shipment of solid bulk cargoes’. Unlike the BC
Code the IMSBC Code is mandatory for all vessels carrying solid bulk cargoes, not just bulk
carriers. Nevertheless, it is evident that compliance with its requirements and recommendations
is not as widespread as intended.
To try and prevent further similar accidents occurring in the future, owners, operators and crews of
general cargo ships carrying solid bulk cargoes are strongly advised to:
• Adhere to the requirements and best practice contained in SOLAS and the IMSBC Code,
particularly regarding:
◦◦ The provision of sufficient information on a vessel’s longitudinal and tank top
strengths and the proper distribution of the cargo in order to prevent the structure
from being overstressed.
◦◦ The importance of cargo trimming; a single pile of cargo will inevitably lead to
increased bending moments and might also overload the tank tops in the cargo hold.
• Ensure that appropriate authorisation to carry solid bulk and high density cargoes has been
obtained from the vessel’s flag state administration and/or classification society.
Where possible, reduce the wave-induced bending moments and stresses on a vessel’s
structure in heavy weather by weather routing, sheltering, or adjusting course and/or speed.
Furthermore, the shippers of solid bulk cargoes, the competent authorities of the ports of loading
and terminal representatives are also strongly advised to ensure they fulfil their obligations under
SOLAS and the IMSBC Code, in particular:
• By providing cargo information, including density and angle of repose, to a vessel’s master
or his representatives.
• By agreeing with a master how a solid bulk cargo is to be loaded or unloaded to ensure
that the permissible forces and moments on the ship are not exceeded.
•

This flyer and the MAIB’s investigation report are posted on our website: www.maib.gov.uk
For all enquiries:
Marine Accident Investigation Branch
Mountbatten House
Grosvenor Square
Southampton SO15 2JU

Email: maib@dft.gsi.gov.uk
Tel: 023 8039 5500
June 2013

Annex AA

MAIB flyer to the shipping industry (LSA)

FLYER TO THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY
Six crew lost as a general cargo ship founders

Swanland's two survivors in a liferaft

NARRATIVE
The master and five crew from the general cargo ship Swanland were lost when the vessel
foundered about 17 minutes after suffering a catastrophic structural failure in darkness and
heavy seas.
The officer of the watch, who was the second officer, sounded the general alarm to alert
the crew, who were asleep in their cabins, and the master wasted no time in broadcasting a
“Mayday” message on Very High Frequency (VHF) radio channel 16; he did not use Digital
Selective Calling (DSC). The “Mayday” message was very brief and so over the next 4 minutes
the master was prompted by the coastguard operator to provide more details about the vessel’s
cargo, damage and liferafts.
The crew started to assemble on the bridge and donned immersion suits collected from two
decks below. These were a mix of different types - some of the suits were required to be
donned with lifejackets, others did not. However, the cook was never seen, and some of the
other crew went back to their cabins to collect valuables and did not return.
As the vessel’s freeboard reduced, the master realised that the vessel was sinking and ordered
the crew to prepare to launch the liferafts. At about the same time, the second officer collected
the two search and rescue transponders (SART). However, he had difficulty activating them
because of the design of the gloves integral to his immersion suit (Figure 1), and eventually had
to use his teeth to operate them.
Four of the crew were preparing to launch a liferaft from the port bridge wing, when they were
covered by a wave and Swanland started to sink beneath them. The second officer and able
seaman (AB) soon surfaced and climbed into a liferaft, which fortunately had inflated nearby.

The liferaft’s internal light soon extinguished, and the
survivors continued to be hampered by the lack of dexterity
afforded by the immersion suit gloves (Figure 1).
About 1 hour after Swanland foundered, a rescue
helicopter arrived on scene and spotted the survivors in
the liferaft. No other survivors were seen, so the helicopter
crew winched the second officer and the AB on board;
they were cold but uninjured. The body of the chief officer
was recovered several hours later. He was wearing an
immersion suit but no lifejacket; he had drowned. The
master and the remaining four crewmen have not been
found.

SAFETY LESSONS

Figure 1: Immersion suit glove

Abandoning ship in the middle of the night in rough seas is
a situation no seafarer wants to experience. Unfortunately,
many do, and although SOLAS requirements place a
great deal of emphasis on the importance of life saving
appliances (LSA) and abandon ship drills, tragically lives
continue to be lost.

To improve the likelihood of all crew surviving should the need to abandon ship arise, vessel
owners, managers and crews are strongly advised to take into account the lessons to be
learned from this accident. In particular:
•

The importance of ensuring that all crew are fully briefed on mustering procedures
and that they are able to properly don the immersion suits and lifejackets available
through regular and realistic abandon ship drills.

•

The benefits of transmitting distress messages in the recommended and
internationally recognised format. This can quickly and accurately be achieved via
DSC, but in situations in which the use of voice procedures is preferred, a simple
aide-mémoire, showing the format and information required, is a simple and cost-free
option.

•

The provision on board of several different types of immersion suit and lifejackets is
potentially confusing and increases the risk of the equipment either being donned
incorrectly or not quickly enough. It is commonsense that either all of the immersion
suits provided on board a vessel should be of the same type; i.e. they all have in built
buoyancy, or, they all need to be worn with a compatible lifejacket, but not a mix of the
two designs. Even in large fleets that carry many types of suits and lifejackets, this
can usually be arranged through good planning.

•

The provision of LSA should be goal-based and holistic in order to ensure that the
components are compatible and that the ‘system’ is fit for purpose. The compatibility
of individual items of equipment cannot be taken for granted, even where the LSA
provided meets the required performance standards.
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